Feedforward neural network models for handling class overlap and class imbalance.
This paper proposes a framework for training feedforward neural network models capable of handling class overlap and imbalance by minimizing an error function that compensates for such imperfections of the training set. A special case of the proposed error function can be used for training variance-controlled neural networks (VCNNs), which are developed to handle class overlap by minimizing an error function involving the class-specific variance (CSV) computed at their outputs. Another special case of the proposed error function can be used for training class-balancing neural networks (CBNNs), which are developed to handle class imbalance by relying on class-specific correction (CSC). VCNNs and CBNNs are compared with conventional feedforward neural networks (FFNNs), quantum neural networks (QNNs), and resampling techniques. The properties of VCNNs and CBNNs are illustrated by experiments on artificial data. Various experiments involving real-world data reveal the advantages offered by VCNNs and CBNNs in the presence of class overlap and class imbalance.